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Mining Conditions 
in Great Britain

Morals vs” Profits
Yon can cal,” Mr. Perkins simply means that it has been 

the customary method of the past, 
workers who have experienced reductions of wages, 
or partial or complete unemployment during such 

ticularly preachers and fake reformers of society. times know what a hardship itTy And. no doubt.
The capitalist and those who speak for him can Mr rapjtalis't also weeps "when he thinks of the jfr John Robertson, chairman of the Scottish
talk in the most idealistic terms, he can use such hardships resulting from layoffs and wage reduc- Vnion of Mine Workers, said that mining

lions, but we have noticed that he seems to bear admitted to be a dangerous occupation, but even

The capitalist is a very moral person, 
tell this by what he says (rather than by what 
he does), also by what others say of him, par-

Now, all

(Evr-icted From a Scottish Newspaper]
At Saturday’s sitting of the Coal Commission,

was

words as ‘‘democracy,** “justice,” “liberty. ................. ,
“equality ** etc. until one n simply astounded at this sorrow much easier than the sorrow of hav- by persons living in mining districts the danger 
the breadth, .of vision he and his deep- ing profits reduced. We have noticed that when was «not fully realised. The niKber of- persShs
seated “human Inirroot ** there is" reduction or threatened reduction of i niploved in and about the mines of the United

That is he can do this so long as he does not profits. Mr. Capitalist not only becomes “nervous” Kingdom was fully 1,000,1X0. Fifty-five thousand 
have to talk of the real facts of life. But the but positively hysterical. had been killed in fifty years, and from 1907 to
moment he tries to combine his high ideals with Mr. Perkins, however, believes that the saeri- 1918 tl.e-e was a total of 12,400 killed. Persons 
the real problems presented by the struggle be- flees which both capitalist and worker, as he says, injured m 1913 totalled 17«.b68. and in lfH, 
tween himself and his workmen over wages, hours, have made during the war, has bred a higher 158.882. In twenty years thue was a total of at 
etc., the other side of his character comes to the spirit. Directly following the quotation above, he least 3 1-4 millions. Mining was more dead.y 

he will to hide it, and can easily be emphasizes the following remark : than war, said Mr. Robertson : the miner «as al-
possible, however, that such ways on active sen ice; always in the trenches, 

thought can be the proper immediate reaction of The totals given did not include what the miner 
peace to the spirit which impelled the United paid by disease in his occupation. He then went 

MM . p.mphl.1 by Herbert T Perkin, of the st.te, to take up arm, in the «*. ...in.t the on to rcl.te det.il, of living rendition,.
International liar,eater Co, under the title "The Central Power, " T!'."7 ***** ^T^L*V£
Manufacturer-a Wage Problem." Summed up. Ala,, he who expect, the capitalist to live up to ° e * '. . , ,
the problem is how- to keep the workers contented. thc ideal, which he i, wont to voice at banquets. ,<'r *n" 1 r ™,
make a "fair" profit, find a market for hi, goods. di»ppointment. The, thing, will of m.lemlmhe ,M. hm. been earr.'.n, on a regu.
and absorb the returning soldier, in industry. Mr. nPver do for the hard realitiex of business conduct. »r me ope on * - ,
Perkin, recognize, the bitme» of the problem when Already we hear of an organization of soldier, in thb working el^ breamw of poumon of un. 
he says. "He would indeed be more than a man ,h, ,ro„ which this pamphlet came, are,«domed wealth through h.gh wage. We all
who could measure the problem and lit it, Chicago, for the purpo^ of trying to obtain em- remember the «m of theimuter. «'ebuyu»

ployment for returned men W, .1» hear that the three piano,, whmh were served up to u, with
Mr. Perkin., in attempting to analyze the .Hna- organization » not approved by the mbirary ra^a ^ ^ ^ the M

Hon. is obliged to deal wttb facta, and m so dotng author..,e. But much a, «r^Pcrbio, ween. rewn bv 3. fid. while the wage, rtme
he brings out the conflict between the capitalist s wish that thc employers will refrain from reduc- " . , Pe„e - ,
word-morality and his economic brutality.. He ing wages because of the stopping of the war. e on mu o
does not do this intentionally, ^however. Through- js finally obliged to admit that it may be neces-

the pamphlet he speaks in terms of idealism, sarv. He says : : . -
Here is a sample. He says : “If the worst comes and th~a«h the pmnure ^ ^ Rom)W of knowing that
“Too many employers, with their minds more of competition from abroad, it bee™** , his workmen and their children arc suffering pri-

„ on the experience of the past than the promise of that with all other resources cxha^cdn vation We have a suspicion, however, that if we
the future, have been washing anxiously and employment and consequently general ever ^ such things it will be in an opium joint,
often nervously, the constant rise in money wages can only he maintain > * ** _ I* there any lesson for workingmen to learn
The thought has been, borne strongly in upon wage, such further adjustment must necessan. ^ ^ ^ thcre one big lesson, and
them that the historical and therefore the most follow ’’ , m,en„ fh. that is. that the way to nettle the “Manufacturer’s
natural and correct method of meeting the period By “commod.tv wage Mr. Perkins means the Problem.. k to institute a system of society
of declining business and profits is through the actual amount of commodities which wagcsjrtii ^ ^ wiU ^ no «'manufacturer” (capi- ‘
prompt reduction of the wage rale attained through purchase. He therefore means to say tali8t> and no wages. A form of society where the -
the stimulation of the* past years, of conflict. * lion in the hvmg standard o1 ^ producers will receive their remuneration, not in

There is considerable to be learned from this necessary But. Mr. Perkins, if the capitalist ha. P £ w paid by a capitalist, but as a .
paragraph if we will ponder bvèr it In thefirst imbibed so ^ remuneration JriL, tendered by «metoéy, ..
Dlace we learn that the “histoncaV* method of confidently expect that he will not do this until,
preventing a reduction of profita in times of bust- „ yon say. “all other expedients are exhausted,
ness depression is to reduce wages By “histori- We shall expect him to first give up h» palatial
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fronts try as
detected by anyone who is even moderately criti
cal of what he reads.

Thc Union league Club1 of Chicago has pub-

“It does not seem
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answer. . . .” Mr. Robertson quoted statistics to
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mansions, his country clubs, his yachts, his reti- 
of servants and his kept mistresses before he
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for service rendered to society. They are doing itE
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THE RED FLAGr PAGE TWO

Economic and Menshevik Determinism
pioneer work, and together with it they similarly 
adopted the philosophy and economics of Social
ism. .

By MAURICE BLUMLBINi That thc Russian people arc ready mentally for 
without class-rule can hardly be ques-a system

tiviicd; that is the message of the Revolution.
Therefore we come to the final point of our 

prôhlcm : Why do thc Mcnsheviki say that the 
material conditions are not yet ripe for the Social

(Continued from East Issue)
Therefore a much smaller proportion of indus-

lint the worker learns these things very con- try in Russia was able to furnish a much lamer
until the proportion of. revolutionary understanding than 

in the nations where these processes first occurred. 
Russia, consequently, does not have to run through 
the whole gamut of class relations. What was his
torically inevitable in the pioneer nations, namely 
a high degree of industrialization and pressure 
by concentration, does not mean that similar pro
longation of agony must be duplicated in Russia.
For while history is a repetition of the application 
of certain principles and laws, the manner in 
which this takes place is not a duplication, hut 
varies with- our mental capacity.

No wonder, therefore, that thc Russian people 
could not accept the dictum of the Mensheviks 
to continue to crucify themselves until some later, *

What on earth the hour-6

eretely. “-Pressure and more pressure 
penetrates to the consciousness ” 

Nevertheless, if industrialization heretofore has 
served the purpose of developing mental conscious- 

hv exerting pressure intensively and exten-

causeRevolution?
Tiny contend that Russia has a big agricultural 

proletariat but a proportionately small industrial 
. proletariat, that further industrialization under 

the supremacy of the bourgeoisie is still neees- 
reach the stage arrived at in the

ness
sively. it is also true that the Russians have ar
rived at that condition of mind already, so that 
the bourgeoisie could only give them whgt they 
had Attained previously, besides handing them a 
number of other things which the workers would

sary so as to 
advanced initions, such as England. Germany, etc. 

Hut why must a big or preponderating portion
Because itof the country he industrialized! 

brings the workers together, makes them a homo
unit. and enables them to become eon-

rather not have
Moreover, there is a very good reason why 

Russia does not need the same degree of indus
trial development as the western nations in order 
to become a revolutionary mass. The industry that 
has Ik-cii introduced came at a late stage, is on a 
big scale, and did not have to be built up from 
small beginnings. In other words, the Russians, 
just as in the case of the Japanese, adopted the 
completed result fhat it took the other nations a 
much longer time to find by experimentation and

geneaps
scions of their relation to each other as members 

In other words, it is the instnimen-of a class.
tality by which the mental equipment and message 
of Marx and Engels is conveyed to the masses.

individual cannot acquire a know-

more suitable time, 
geoisie was to do for them under such eirenm- 
stances had better he left to a bourgeois social

revolutionary
The average
ledge of socialist philosophy by analysis and ab
stract thought, and if that were the only way in 
which the emancipation could take place, it might

scientist to explain rather than 
Socialist.

(Continued in the next issue)
never occur.
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